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Ten Top tips for booking a conference photographer 

 

1/ Do they have a portfolio and testimonials? 

- They should have a website which will give you a sense of their style.  Have a look at when 

photos were taken – photos from years ago would suggest that they haven’t been booked 

very often and may be rusty, or are just a bit slack when it comes to keeping their portfolio 

up to date 

2/ When do you need them to start and for how long? 

- Conference photographers should be there before the event starts to photograph set up and 

to be ready from when attendees start to arrive.  You’ll want them there until the last 

speakers and breaks should be thought of as an opportunity to take more photos 

3/ What are the key shots, and where are they allowed to go? 

- Your photographer should know this instinctively: speakers with sponsor logos in the 

background; exhibitors with lots of people talking to them etc.  You may want to specify if 

you want smile at the camera shots, or candid photos or both.  Your photographer should be 

unobtrusive and not stand in front of the stage. 

4/ Are they allowed to use a flashgun? 

- There is no reason why, with modern cameras, they should during talks.  It is distracting to 

the speakers and annoying to the audience.  Flash is best used for set piece photos – for 

example, award presentations, or groups looking at the camera. 

5/ How many photos are you expecting and at what resolution? 

- You can expect Jpegs to be around 8MB (high resolution) or 2MB (lower resolution).  It 

largely depends on what they are for – low res are fine for websites and social media, high 

res for posters and print. A day-long conference can typically create 400-600 useable 

images. 

6/ How will they be delivered? 

- Usually via the web. For example, Dropbox, WeTransfer are two file transfer systems. Your 

photographer should have accounts that you can use.  Some clients have datarooms and the 

photos will be downloaded into those.  If you want a flashdrive or disc with them on, ask 

upfront.  
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7/ When will you get photos after the event? 

- Agree an expected delivery date.  Bear in mind that properly processing photos typically 

takes a photographer as long as it takes to take them, so a day-long conference is unlikely to 

be delivered within 24 hours of the event. 

8/ Can the photographer supply photos on the day for social media? 

- Most photographers should be able to download images straight from their cameras to a 

mobile phone, meaning that you can have photos in near real time. These images will not be 

fully processed, but will probably be a lot sharper than any taken on a mobile phone. 

Connect your social media person up to the photographer so that they work together on the 

day. There is no reason why you shouldn’t be able to have images during the key notes for 

Twitter for example.   

-  

9/ Are they aware of the legals? 

- Do they have public liability insurance?  Have they considered model release forms and what 

to do if certain attendees object to being photographed? Do you need them to have 

undertaken a risk assessment or provide a method statement? Most camera gear doesn’t 

need plugging in, so the question of PET certificates isn’t normally a problem.   

 

10/ What are you paying for? 

- Make sure you know up front what the costs are.  Is the fee the total cost?  Will there be 

travel or processing time added to it?  Photos should be granted with free licence, meaning 

that you can use them without additional charges. Copyright usually stays with the 

photographer, but they should check with you if the photos are going to be used by them for 

other purposes.    

 

Conclusion 

Your photographer can make or break the way that you and your attendees remember your event.  

By making sure you both have a clear understanding about what is needed, you’ll both end up 

happy!  

 

Marcus Jamieson-Pond.  Feb 2020 

Marcus@jampondphotography.com 

07525 823006 
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